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INTRODUCTION 

In this paper we consider a boundary value problem of Dirichlet type for 
a class of degenerate elliptic linear equations of order 2M. The treatment 
is analogous to that of Fichera [Fl] for degenerate elliptic equations of the 
second order that he called elliptic-parabolic; hence the present use of the 
term. We present a weak formulation of solution for equations of arbitrary 
even order, and an existence and uniqueness result with proof fundamen- 
tally similar to that of [FZ]. We conclude by considering a boundary value 
problem representative of this class from a linear model of an elastic plate 
under tension. 

Canfora [Cl ] and Benevento et al. [Bl ] have obtained some satisfying 
analogues to the usual results for elliptic equations in the 2Mth order 
elliptic-parabolic case by carefully restricting the nature of the degeneracy. 
In addition, the fourth order case has been the subject of study recently, in 
part because of its implications in elasticity; see the work of Eposito [El, 
E2], Weinacht [Wl, W2], and the author [Rl]. Higher order equations 
may serve as models for elastic shells. Surprisingly, no attempt has been 
made to set forth a general existence theory for elliptic-parabolic equations 
of orders higher than two. The first section of this paper is a first step 
towards remedying that situation. In contrast with the work of [Bl, Cl], 
the degeneracy of our operator at highest order is not restricted, and, in a 
break with all the preceding work in this area, the compensating uniformly 
elliptic term may occur at any order from 2M- 2 to 0. The second section 
provides a simple example of a fourth order operator from this class 
derived from linear elasticity. The derivation of the model describing an 
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inhomogeneous, anisotropic plate subjected to inhomogeneous tension and 
resting on an inhomogeneous elastic foundation is performed more 
rigorously than the simpler case presented in Chen [C2], in the fashion of 
Duvaut and Lions [Dl]. 

The theoretical result presented here is based on the careful construction 
of appropriate boundary values and conditions on the operator which 
allow the application of Fichera’s abstract existence principle to the bound- 
ary value problem at hand. The example provides a particular set of 
boundary values arising from a concrete (but relatively simple) application 
that is meant to assist the reader in appreciating the possible applications 
of the theorem. 

WEAK FORMULATION AND THEOREM 

We consider partial differential operators in a bounded domain R in R” 
with piece-wise smooth boundary; the operators have the form (using here 
and throughout this section multi-index notation) 

L[u]= 5 (-1)” 
m=mg+ 1 [ 

1 D”(A~Q”u) + c DqB$wu) 
Iwl= IBI =m 

‘%=“- ’ 
1 m 

with smooth coefftcients and L, a 2m, th order operator. We will represent 
our operators in divergence form for ease of treatment; any linear operator 
with sufficiently smooth coefficients can be written in this way. We stipulate 
that the even order coefficient AzB has the symmetry AzB=Afl;’ while the 
odd order coefficient B2B depends only on the sum of its multi-indices, i.e., 
on a + /3. For sufficiently smooth coefficients this symmetry can be assumed 
without loss of generality. The degenerate elliptic nature of the operator 
arises from a condition of nonnegative definiteness we impose on the coef- 
ficients of the even ordered terms. The condition is that for all x E 52 and 
for all m >m, 

c Afy(X)K"d > 0, VK symmetric m th order tensors. (Al,) 
lal = 181 = m 

Here P means the element of the symmetric mth order tensor K which has 
exactly a, ones among its indices, exactly CQ of the indices will be twos, and 
so forth. This element will be unique by the symmetry of K. If this 
inequality were strict for the 2Mth order terms when K is nonzero, then 
the usual theory of elliptic equations would apply. The relaxation of this 
strict inequality is the degeneracy we permit the principal part of an 
operator when we use the term elliptic-parabolic. We gain some control 
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over the operator by requiring L, to be a positive, uniformly elliptic 
operator of order 2~2, > 0 with 

I(Ld~l, o)l GP II4,~ lIUllmo and bx~l, u) 2 2 II~llsn”~ 

vlu, u E c;(Q), (E) 

where p and 2 are positive real constants, and II IImO denotes the norm of 
the usual Sobolev space H”O(Q). If m,=O then LO[u] is some bounded 
and uniformly positive function times U, and H’(Q) = Hi(Q) = L*(Q). 
Because this compensating uniformly elliptic part of the operator does not 
necessarily occur at the order 2M - 2, we must impose a further restriction 
on the intermediate elliptic-parabolic parts of the operator. Namely, for 
M>m>m,, 

If3lcll=m,IflI=m+lforwhichB~~,fO,thenthere 
is a constant z, > T(n, m) (the number of mth order 
multi-indices in n dimensions minus one) such that 
VXEQ, if ccfy, 7, IAk’(x)l <(A~“(x)A~~(x))“*. (AL,) 

This inequality must hold with rm replaced by 1 in order for (Al,,,) to hold. 
Ellipticity requires that strict inequality hold (with 5, = 1) so this is just a 
way of making that strict inequality uniform in Sz. Although restrictive, this 
is not equivalent to ellipticity of the 2m th order part of the operator as the 
A:“‘s may still vanish. From this condition we derive the identity 

Vx E Q, K symmetric m th order tensors, 

where 

c*= z, 
z m - T(n, m)’ 

We must also put some restrictions on the odd order coefficients, 
however, we postpone the description until we can motivate their imposi- 
tion. 

We will consider a homogeneous boundary value problem for the 
inhomogenous equation 

UIUI =f in Q (1) 

for somefin L*(Q). Our choice of boundary conditions is motivated by the 
weak formulation of the problem. In this formulation we have two goals: 

409!154!1-IR 
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first to construct a positive semi-definite bilinear form based on our 
operator; and second to construct a function space on whch the bilinear 
form has some continuity (not necessarily full bicontinuity) from which our 
weak solution will be drawn. We begin with the idea of a Dirichlet 
problem, however, we will find that it is necessary to introduce unstable 
(i.e., “natural”) conditions for higher order terms (e.g., order 2M) on 
portions of the boundary where the degeneracy descends more than one 
level (e.g., degeneracy at orders 2M and 2M - 2 and possibly more). 

To begin our derivation of the weak formulation, consider the L2 inner 
product of L[u] with v, the two functions being taken from C”(d) to 
assure that no problems arise from applying the divergence theorem. 
Applying this theorem we arrive at the somewhat imposing expression 

+ 1 d~,~,;DP(B~B+7+h;,DaU)DYvnj da + B,(u, v). 
IPI=m-I-k 1 I /.>I =k 

The nature of the boundary integral in this expression can vary con- 
siderably, and this can simplify the nature of the unstable boundary condi- 
tions (as we shall see in the plate example). For now we will consider the 
coefficients c~,~, i and d,,, i to be constants (which actually may depend on 
GI as well). They must satisfy the condition (which is necessary but not 
sufficient for the boundary integral to have arisen from applications of 
the divergence theorem) 

Cfi+y+&=q, IyI = k c/3,y,i’ ’ 

c 8+Y+6,=~,,Y,=kdB,r,i= 1 

for any fixed v of order m and k 

between 0 and m - 1. (3) 

Their exact values can vary depending on how the divergence theorem is 
applied. The first order multi-index with nonzero ith entry is represented 
by di. Note that here and throughout this note we use n to represent the 
unit outer normal to the boundary. B,( ., .) is the positive definite, bicon- 
tiuous form on H?(Q) associated with L,. 
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To contend with this unwieldly boundary integral we introduce the 
following partition of the boundary. Beginning with XJ =: LX’&+ 1, for 
Mam>m,+ ldefine 

c;= {XEC;+l :A;qx)nw>o) 
c:,=cjj,+,\c;. 

This last set is called the mth order characteristic part of the boundary 
which is further subdivided as 

2; = {xd:,: Byyx)n”d=: W,>O} 
C,={xEC:,:W,<0} 
c; = &\( c; u c, ). 

Readers familiar with the theory of second order elliptic-parabolic equa- 
tions will not be suprised to find that we will group these different segments 
of the boundaries as follows 

c; = an\(c, u Z”,), 

and the Dirichlet boundary conditions for this problem are to specify 

am-b -=o 
a#- l on CL foreachM>m>m,+l, 

apu o 
(4) 

-= 
anp 

on asz, Vm, - 1 2 ~12 0 (assuming m, > 0). 

Here the function u is understood to be its own zeroth normal derivative 
on the boundary. We now simplify the bilinear form (2) using these condi- 
tions so that we may determine the appropriate unstable conditions. 

Having established the stable boundary values for the problem we can 
define the space of test functions 5 as the set of all C”(Q) functions 
satisfying the boundary conditions 

am-b -=O 
an m-l on Z,^+ l\Z,+ = aszp:, 

foreachM>mam,+l, 

apu o -= 
W onallof&2foreachm,-lap30 

(again assuming m, > 0). 
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We note that on portions of the boundary where 

u=y= . . . 2?Lo 
au 
dn ad-1 

it follows that VkP1~=O, so if we 
integral in that equation becomes 

assume U, DE 5 in (2), the boundary 

1 CB,y,iDP(A~B+Y+6’D”U)DYUni 

+ 1 dp,y,;DB(B~~+Y+61DOL~)DY~ni do. 1 (5) 
l%J =m- 1 

Further we see when Vku = 0 for all 0 <k < m - 1, then for any mth order 
multi-index CI we can write 

and in this situation 

I I g = ~V”u~. 
For fixed m and k = m - 1 we have in (5) a boundary integral of the form 

=: - 1 s @(Y, 4 da. 
Iyl=m-1 =hl 

I<ibn 

But on .L’~\Z~_, =Cz UC; vC~~, we have Vku=O for O<k<m-2, 
so this expression becomes 
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Using the identities (3) and (6) this is 

-.I c 
%\G- I Ic(/ = IpI =m 

A:PD”u s nfl + W,,,(V”- ‘~4. V”- ‘u) da 

- 
where V”-‘U.V’-~ v represents the scalar product of these two m - 1st 
order tensors. 

Now since C,,, = Ipi =m A, N,P~9cB is a symmetric, nonnegative form, we 
may obtain a Schwarz inequality for it, i.e., 

This implies that on CL, & =m A;bzS = 0. Further we know that W,,, = 0 
on Zz-,, and finally, if we assume that u satisfies the boundary conditions 
(4) (i.e., P-1z4/&m-’ = 0 on C,‘) then our boundary integral becomes 

-jzm W,,,(Vku.Vkv)da- c j g(y,i)da. 
m Iyl=m-1 G-1 

14iGfl 

By the definition of C; , the first integral in this expression may be part of 
a bilinear form with nonnegative associated quadratic form, however, we 
must introduce boundary conditions to control the second term. 

Combining this second term with the boundary integrals from (5) for 
k = m - 2 (which are also on CL- r), we arrive at the following require- 
ment. For each multi-index y of order I or L - 1 define 

+ 1 dg,y,iDP(B~~:Y+61D=U) ni=: %(!(y, u) 
/z/ =A 1 

and the appropriate condition is 

WY, u) = 0 on&foreachm,+l<A<M-l,VIvl=Lor1--1. (7) 

As we shall see in the plate example, other, physically motivated (and 
simpler) conditions may be introduced; however, the conditions stated 
here will suffice for our existence result. 
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If the operator has degeneracy at orders below 2M - 4 (this requires the 
equation to be at least sixth order) then there are still boundary terms to 
treat in (5). If we introduce an index 2 = k + 1, then we can rewrite the 
remaining integral as 

c (-l)i+m+l 
m~fl~i~M-2 

jz;. ,,J _; [, ; cg,y.iDB(A~B+Y+biDau) 
OL m 

i.+Z<mSM ‘;I=,;:,,; 
. . 

+ c dp,y,iDP(B~B+r+SIDau) DYuni da. 
111 =m- 1 1 

So we can define the boundary operator Y(y, U) for any multi-index y of 
order II - 1 by 

7qy, u) := 1 (-l)i-+m+l 
i.+2<m<M 

c [ c cg,y,iDB(A~S+Y+6,Dau) 
M;,n,~ lal =m 

. . 

+ 2 da,y,iDB(B~8+r+‘1D’u) ni 
lal=m--l 1 

and the final set of unstable conditions is to require that for each 
m,+l<A<M-2, 

Y(y, u) = 0 on C;, Vy such that IyI = i - 1. 03) 

Just as for the conditions (7), there may be simpler, physically important 
boundary operators that replace the Y’s, however, these will suffice for the 
theorem at hand. 

We see now that if we assume u E C “(6) satisfies the boundary condi- 
tions (4), (7), and (8) and u E F Eq. (2) can be simplified to 

(L[u], o) = E [In / , =;,= A;PD”uDP~ + 1 B;PDauDPv dx 
m=mo+ 1 ‘x m 

‘“lLT1 m 

- 

s 
II’,(Vm - ‘u) . (V” - ‘u) da 

1 
+ B,(u, u) =: B(u, II). (9) 

zlii 

Our weak solutions are taken from the space obtained by completing F 
under the norm 
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where V”u represents the m th order symmetric tensor of the m th order 
partial derivatives of U. We call the resulting Hilbert space (which is a 
subset of HT(Q))X. In order for this norm to have adequate control over 
the bilinear form in (2) we must impose further restrictions on the coef- 
ficients (as mentioned above). 

We require that the following conditions hold: For each M>m am,+ 1 
there exist coefficients db,,,, not necessarily the same as the L&,,~,~, but still 
satisfying (3) so that 

c db,,.iB~,y,+d’(X)KDLK’~ 1 A;j-,(X)K”K’, 

111 ; l;l;~; ~ 1 Icr\=ly~=m-I 
. . 

Vx E Q, K symmetric m - 1st order tensors. (Cl,) 

While at the same time, for M z m b m0 + 3 (again the equation must be 
at least of sixth order for this condition not to be vacuous) we will require 

1 db,,jB;Y+“t(x)ni=O on Zk-,,Va,yoforderm- 1. (C2,) 
ISlSfl 

For m = m, + 1, we use the condition 

c db,;,,iB~oY=~~i(X)KrKY < LIKI’, 
l~l,=<l;il<=n~o . . 

Vx E Q, K symmetric m, th order tensors. (Cl 1 ma+1 

A third condition relating the odd and even coefficients is, for 
M>mZm,+2, 

(B~~(x))~<CA~~,(X), V (a( =m- 1, xEQ forsome C>O. 
m 

(C3,) 

This condition already holds for m = m, + 1 by condition (E). These condi- 
tions are needed to control the non-self adjoint portions of the operator L 
so that the bilinear form will be positive definite in $9, and have the 
desired continuity property, and there may be other sets of conditions 
which provide the necessary control. For instance, for M- 1 > m > m, + 2, 
we could replace condition (C3,) with 

1 (B;“(x))2Q CApyx), VxeSZ, for some C>O, (C3;) 
(%f =m- 1 

and the proof of the given theorems goes through with the appropriate 
modification. The key is that the even ordered coefftcients must have 
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sufficient “coercivity” to control the odd ordered terms, and their first 
derivatives. 

With these conditions in place we may state our weak formulation and 
prove the existence theorem. 

We will call u an X-weak solution of the boundary value problem: (1 ), 
(4), (7), and (8) if u E 2 and B(u, O) = (f, u), Vuc Y. 

THEOREM. Suppose the operator L satisfies the conditions (Al,,,), and 
(Cl,) for M>m am, + 1, condition (A2,) for M>m >m,, condition 
(C2,) for M 2 m 2 m, + 3, condition (C3,) for A4 > m 2 m, + 2, and condi- 
tion (E). Then for all f E L’(Q) there exists an &‘-weak solution, u, to the 
given boundary value problem. Further, if u belongs to H”(Q), it is unique 
in that space. 

Proof: The proof depends on two inequalities, both straightforward 
consequences of the conditions above. The first uses the fact that each of 
the bilinear forms 

f c A’,” D”u D”v dx m 
Q ImI = IpI =m 

has a Schwarz inequality based on the discrete version used earlier. Apply- 
ing these, the L* Schwarz inequality, and condition (E) to the operator’s 
bilinear form (9) we have that 

From which we obtain by use of the inequality derived from condition 
(A2,) and from condition (C3,) the desired inequality 

IB(% v)l Q cllull, Ilull M’ 
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Thus the bilinear form is continuous on Y? x H:(Q), where the * indicates 
the completion in this norm of Y. The second inequality we wish gives 
positive definiteness of the operator’s quadratic form on F-. To see this we 
note that the symmetry of coefficients and the divergence theorem imply 
that for M>m>m,+ 1, given UEY 

s 2 B”, “D”uD”u dx = m db,,,iB;(IC”zD%DYu dx 
f2 lal=m-I 

IBI =m I<i<n 

+; jr db,,,B,;“+DD”uD’unido]. 
m 

Note that this boundary integral can be written as 

using the identity (6) as we did above. The second integral vanishes by 
condition (C2,), leaving us with 

B;“D”uD%dx= -;jQ c db ‘i iB;B, + blDa~DY~ dx , , , 
1x1 f lilies - 1 

. . 

Since the integrand of the boundary integral is zero on CL- 2. Using this 
identity, (Cl,) and (E) we see that there is a 6 > 0 such that 

B(u, u)>d II4:+ Vl4E.F 

From these two inequalities the theorem follows by considering B(u, v) 
as (u, TV), and demonstrating that T has a bounded inverse (for details 
see, e.g., [Rl, F2]). 

Remark. Note that if (as in the example below) the odd order coef- 
ficients of our operator all vanish, the uniqueness of the weak solution 
follows from the Riesz representation theorem (the operator’s quadratic 
form is an equivalent norm on the space 2). 

EXAMPLE: A PLATE LOSING STIFFNESS 

We now turn to our application in elasticity. We will consider an 
inhomogeneous, anisotropic plate under inhomogeneous, anisotropic 
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tension, and resting on an inhomogeneous elastic foundation. The usual 
elastostatic linear model for this situation would involve a fourth order 
uniformly elliptic equation. The semi-definiteness of the second and fourth 
order coefficients corresponds to the possibility that the tension and stiff- 
ness (respectively) of the plate may vanish entirely or in one direction in 
some portion of the plate. We will require that the elastic foundation not 
completely lose its firmness; our derivation will show that this corresponds 
to m, = 0 for the operator described in the preceding section. We confine 
our attention to the case of a hyperelastic material (that is, we assume the 
existence of a stored energy function). This simplifying assumption makes 
the exposition here cleaner, but has the drawback of not using the full 
power of the theorem just proved, in that the resulting boundary value 
problem is self adjoint. The nonhyperelastic case results in a non-self 
adjoint problem which requires the given theorem to assert existence, 
however, as the purpose of the example is to clarify the boundary values 
and conditions of the previous section, we forgo the added complication. 
The derivation that follows is based closely on that of Duvaut and Lions 
for a homogeneous, isotropic plate in [Dl, Sect. 4.21; the reader may find 
details there. 

We assume that the plate has monoclinic anisotropy, that is, in reference 
coordinates, each point lies on a plane of elastic symmetry parallel to the 
plate’s surface. We assume the plate lies perpendicular to the x3 axis; the 
stress-strain relations in this case, using engineering constants, can be 
found for instance in Lekhnitskii [Ll]. They are 

1 
E 11=- ~11-V12~22- E( VI3033 + ‘l1*(7,2) 

1 

E 22=& v21g11 + a22 - v23a33 + v2*a12) 

c,,=&- v31a11 - v32a22 +a33 + r3*a12) 
3 

E *la11 + v*2a22 + v,3a33 + aI21 

1 
E - - (aI3 + Cc12a23) I3 - 2G,, 

E 23 =& (p 21a13 + 023). 

These are the usual engineering constants for a material with this degree of 
anisotropy. The reader may find a brief discussion of the constants in 
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Lekhnitskii. All of these coefficients may be regarded as functions of 
(x1, x2, x,), however we shall see that only their average value across the 
thickness of the plate is important. 

This is the most general sort of anisotropy which permits us to justify (as 
in [Dl]) the approximation for the in plane deformation 

u,(x,, x2, x3) = -x3 2 (x,, x2,0) + O(P) , 1 

u,(x,, x2, x3) = -x3 2 (x,, x2,0) + O(h3), 
2 

where h is the thickness of the plate. As was mentioned previously, we will 
assume that the material of the plate is hyperelastic, that is that the 
following identities--which guarantee the symmetry of the Hooke’s Law 
equations-hold: 

E, v,,&vn, E,v,,=E,v,, 

&VQ = ~53~23, E,vl*~ =GIZVI* 

Ezvz+s = G12v2,, E3vz+c3 = G12v3* 

G13~21 = G23h. 

Just as in the derivation of Duvaut and Lions (but with considerably more 
algebra) we can use these assumptions to express the stress tensor in terms 
of the vertical deflection of the plate, u(x,, x2) = u,(x,, x2, 0). We intro- 
duce the coefficients 

UIIII =EI(~ -VI,II*I)> a2222= E3(1 -12*‘1*2) 

~1,22=E2(v,2+1,,~*2)=E,(v2,+‘12*’1*1)=~2211 

a,,,,= -G,,(rl,,+~~,2~2*)= -E,(rl*, +~lz+c2~21)=~1211 

a2212= -G,,(v,, +vz,ill*)= -E2(r,2+r,,v,2)=~1222 

a 1212 = G,2(1 - ~12~12) 

and the relationship is (using summation notation) 

ag(x,, x2, x3)= -$uqdx,, x2, X3)U&I, x2)+O(h2) 

for i, j= 1,2 

gi3tx,, x2, x3) = W2) for i= 1, 2, 3, 
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where ukl represents the appropriate second derivative of u, and 9 is the 
determinant of the in plane portion of the Hooke’s Law equations; i.e., 

63 = 1 - 2V,,%*rl*, - ~1*?*1-~2*~*2-v12v21. 

We define the average values of the stress tensor (C,) and the moment ten- 
sor (MU) across the thickness of the plate in the usual way, noting that the 
resulting stress tensor is O(h3); i.e., the first order terms vanish. Duvaut 
and Lions have developed balance laws that describe the equilibrium of the 
plate in terms of the quantities 

cj,, +A’=O for i= 1,2 and 16j62 

M2i,il-“li,,*--m,,2--2,, +f3=O for i<id2, 

where the f;s represent the components of the body force, and mi is the 
corresponding moment about the x3 axis. Note that this formulation allows 
us to decouple the moments M, from the stresses Z:,, and henceforth we 
will examine only the second equation. By defining the coefficients 

w= x$P(x,, x2, x3) 

Aijrs(xlT x2) = jpli;2 g(x x2 x ) dx3 
1, > 3 

and inserting the moments into the second equation of the balance law, we 
have 

(Aiir’suii),,=f3-mm,,2-m2,, in ZC2c 54’. 

Here f3 represents average value of the resultant force in the x3 direction 
which we assume to be composed of three components: the load on the 
plate, fL; the x3 component of the tensile force acting on the plate, fr; and 
the resilience of the elastic foundation, fF. Just as for the wave equation in 
two dimensions, the linear approximation of the tensile force for small 
deflections is 

fT= (C’rUi)r, 

where the coefftcients cir represent the induced tension on the plate. There 
is an inconsistency here in that these coefficients are assumed to be inde- 
pendent of u1 and u2, that is, the stretching of the plate, although we 
explicitly contemplate the possibility that the applied tension may vanish 
entirely. Thus we lack the usual justification that the applied tension is suf- 
ficiently great that the tension caused by stretching may be ignored. Having 
acknowledged this inaccuracy we will ignore it on the assumption that 
when the plate loses tension (or all but the tension caused by stretching) 
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the deflection will be governed by the plate’s stiffness, or, when the plate 
fails to have stiffness, by the firmness of the underlying elastic foundation. 

We assume that the elastic foundation obeys the familiar one dimen- 
sional Hooke’s Law in the x3 direction: fF = -ecu. Making these substitu- 
tions and defining f =fL - m1,2 -m,, r we arrive at the equation 

L[u] = (A”‘~‘u~),,~- (cirui),+eu=,f: (10) 

Note the fourth order coefficients have the symmetry given by the identities 

while the second order coefficients have complete symmetry of their indices. 
Before deriving the appropriate boundary conditions and the weak for- 
mulation of the boundary value problem, let us examine the general condi- 
tions on the coefficients from the preceding section in this specific case. The 
basic elliptic-parabolic condition for this operator is simply 

A”‘“&‘” > 0, V H symmetric 2 x 2 matrices 

cir;l’y 3 0, V E two dimensional vectors. 

(Al,) 

(Al,) 

These inequalities are physically correct, and the possibility of these forms 
vanishing corresponds to the possibility of the plate losing its stiffness or its 
tension, as we mentioned above. The compensating ellipticity condition (E) 
requires that e(x) be bounded in !I2 with e(x) > A > 0, Vx E 0. Thus any 
function continuous and positive on 0 is a candidate e. Physically this 
corresponds to a requirement that the elastic foundation be present under 
the entire plate. This seems restrictive, since the elastic foundation should 
only be necessary in the neighborhood of a set where the plate loses its 
stiffness and its tension, however, let us accept this assumption nonetheless. 
The condition (A2) would apply only to the second order coefficients, but 
it is unnecessary as the third order coefficients are all zero. The conditions 
restricting the odd order coefficients are easily fulfilled since they all vanish 
for this operator. That is, (Cl,) for m = 1,2, and (C3,) are trivially 
satisfied (recall that (C2) applies only to operators of at least sixth order). 

Turning now to the derivation of boundary conditions, we can obtain 
the following bilinear form for this operator acting on Cm(o) functions: 

(L[u], v) = (Ai%,,, u,,) + (PU,, u,) + (eu, u) 

+ I-?, (A V’“uq),vn,~ - ci’uivn, - Aii’suijv,n, dx,. 

Since the odd order coefficients vanish we have that Z; = Cz = 0, so the 
boundary may be broken into 1%2 = C: u Ci and C: = CT u Cy. Hence 
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there is no difference between the boundary conditions on elements of Y 
and the Dirichlet conditions for the boundary value problem, (4); they are 

u=o on .ZruZ: 

au 
&=o on 2:. 

(11) 

Applying these to the boundary integral above, and using the reasoning of 
the previous section we see that the integral reduces to 

1, =o (A 
‘%ii),.vns - AQ’Ju,Iv,5n, dx, 

which can be transformed (using the fact that the integrand vanishes on the 
remainder of X2) in the usual way (see [Dl ] ), to the integral 

i 
a au 

4 
vb@‘-‘u;,),n, + u z (A(u)) - an A”“u,pz,n, dx,, 

where 
A(u) = AG12uii(nT -n:) - (AU” - Ad22)uijn1n2, 

and a/& represents differentiation in the tangential direction (counter- 
clockwise) about the boundary. From the integral above we arrive at the 
unstable boundary operators 

A’%qn,n, = Mp,z, 

(Aii’su,j),n, +$ (J%!(U)) =c3jkMV,jnk-$ (Mpinj). 

The physical appropriateness to the (isotropic) plate of these expressions in 
terms of moments is presented in detail in [Dl], Note, however, that on 
25’: the third term in the integral vanishes by the Schwarz inequality for the 
fourth order coefficients. Thus the physically appropriate unstable bound- 
ary conditions are to specify 

(Ali’“uij),n,~ + a (J&‘(U)) = 0 on .Zy. (12) 

This takes the place of the boundary conditions (7) in the preceding 
section. (Recall that the boundary conditions (8) are necessary only for 
equations of sixth order or higher.) 

Physically speaking there is strong motivation for these boundary condi- 
tions. On C:, where the plate has some stiffness across the boundary (that 
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is in the direction normal to the boundary) we specify that the plate be 
clamped just as in the nondegenerate case. However, where the plate loses 
stiffness across the boundary, but still has tension acting in the normal 
direction, we treat it as if it were a membrane, specifying only the displace- 
ment (this corresponds to the set CT). Finally, where there is no stiffness 
or tension acting across the boundary (Cy), we introduce the unstable con- 
ditions to control the shear stresses and the moments still present because 
of the possibility of stiffness in the direction tangential to the boundary. 

It is a straightforward matter to generate the weak formulation of the 
boundary problem (lo), (ll), and (12). We introduce 
functions 

and the Sobolev space of weak solutions J? obtained 
under the norm 

the space of test 

by completing Y 

Following the preceding section we define an Z-weak solution to the 
boundary value-problem as an element u of 2 satisfying 

for given f~ L*(Q). The theorem of the preceding section assures us of the 
existence of such a solution. Further, in this the hyperelastic case, we know 
that the weak solution will be unique by the Reisz representation theorem 
in X’, as was mentioned at the end of the proof of the theorem. 
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